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THE REASON FOR THIS BOOK.

This handbook is not intended to

take the place of a text-book for the

student of shorthand or typewriting,

but to give, in a concise form, some

rules to be followed in the preparation

of letters ; some hints on how to prac-

tise shorthand in order to attain the

best results, as well as a few things to

avoid— pitfalls into which the be-

ginner frequently falls unless warned

against.

Perhaps the most valuable feature

of this little work, to the stenographer,

is the list of Words of Different Mean-

ing Similarly Pronounced,— an in-
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6 THE correspondent's MANUAL.

valuable list to one who writes by

sound merely.

Another help to the letter-writer is

Common Words Often Misspelled.

Some years ago, when this list con-

tained but seventy-six words, I sent a

copy of it to all the high school prin-

cipals in New England, offering a

prize to the pupil of the graduating

class who spelled the greatest number

of them correctly. About eighty high

schools entered the competition, with

the result that, upon the average, more

than 25 per cent, of the words were

misspelled, and in no instance were

they all spelled correctly.

I have endeavored to present in the

briefest form a few practical sugges-

tions to students of shorthand and

typewriting,— things which I have
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never seen in any other book, but

which, in an experience of more than

a score of years as teacher of these

branches, I have found important.

Wm. E. Hickox.
Boston,

January, 1902.





ON PRACTISING SHORTHAND.

(with particular reference to pupils

attending school.)

In beginning dictation the main

object, and almost the only one, is to

acquire a correct style of writing.

Therefore do not. be anxious to write

faster than is consistent with accuracy;

to insure which you should under-

stand the phonetic analysis of the

words, if dictated phonetically by the

instructor. You are not expected to,

and probably cannot, read your notes

easily until you have acquired some

facility in writing them. After having

acquired facility, it is of the greatest
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impcrtarxe to write from a faster dic-

\tp,tiQi^/t]iah;yoii are able to "take" in

full; not so much for the purpose of

striving to make a full report as to

train the mind in thinking of outlines

quickly. This kind of practice is, at

first, burdensome, it being extremely

vexatious to try to "take'' from a

faster dictation than you are able to

write in full ; still it is necessary to do

so in order to gain speed quickly.

Learn your vocabulary thoroughly.

Probably 75 per cent, of the words

used in ordinary speech are repre-

sented by the outlines therein.

While there is no particular harm,

perhaps, for members of the same

class to compare notes to ascertain

one another's mistakes, it is not desir-

able for them to rely upon one another
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as to the correctness of the work. Be

self-reliant. Work out your own sal-

vation. If, after a reasonable trial,

you cannot "make out" an outline,

submit it to the instructor for transla-

tion, and, if made wrong, you will be

told how to make it right and, most

important, the reason for making the

change. If pupils rely upon one an-

other, or copy from one another's

books, they are, perhaps, as likely to

go wrong as right, the phonographic

judgment of the whole class being,

necessarily, immature and imperfect.

Home practice should consist in

writing from the corrected transcripts

of letters, or the particular matter

which the student expects to report

upon. One or two letters should be

dictated slowly at first, the speed in-
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creasing at each successive reading,

always a little beyond the writer s

ability to take in full Remembering

that it is better to practise a great

deal on a little matter, than a little on

a great deal, the student should con-

fine his practice to writing one or two

letters, dictated at a gradually increas-

ing speed, until the notes can be

written with ease and accuracy at a

rate of, say, one hundred words a

minute. After each reading, compare

the writing with the corrected notes

of those letters, if practicable, correct-

ing the work accordingly.



IL

TYPEWRITING.

There are a few simple matters

about the mechanism of the type-

writer and the value of its working

parts that the operator of the machine

should learn early, such as how to

regulate its action, how to correct

faults it may fall into, and how to

keep it in good running order. The

specific things to be first learned are

:

How to regulate the finger key and

carriage tensions ; the escapement

;

how to align by loosening the jour-

nals of a type bar; how to feed en-

velopes and narrow paper; and how

to put on a new roll. Manifolding

13



14 THE CORRESPONDENTS MANUAL.

by carbon paper, copying, indexing,

tabulating, and kindred work that

naturally devolves upon the shorthand

amanuensis should be learned by doing.

In beginning to operate the type-

writer, strike the period and comma

with considerably less force than is

used for the large-faced characters

such diS m or w\ the punctuation

marks, occupying less printing sur-

face, should be struck lighter to make

the same impression.

The pupil should, from the start,

persist in the all-finger method of

operating^ without looking on the key-

board. Do not lift the carriage until

the page is fully printed, unless you

know you have made an error.

Space with the thumb of the right

hand.
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Strike the space-bar three times be-

tween sentences.

Strike the hyphen twice to make

the dash. Do not make a space be-

fore the dash.

Do not make a space before any

mark of punctuation.

Use short " and " (&) in firm names

and titles only.

Be sparing in abbreviations, except-

ing in the address lines of a letter.

Do not abbreviate company, agent,

president, etc., unless immediately ac-

companied by the name of the com-

pany, agent, president, etc.; as, Pres.

Smith, The Globe Co., John Smith,

Agt.

Do not write figures standing alone.

This does not apply to figures for

dates followed by st, d, or th (ist, 2d,
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3d, 4th), but only to figures standing

absolutely alone: two or more nu-

merals should be expressed by figures.

Begin all paragraphs at 10 on the

scale of No. 2 Remington, and 15 of

No. 6 Remington, Smith- Premier, and

other universal keyboard machines.

Paragraph only new subjects.

Do not make a space between the

parentheses and the words they en-

close.

Do not make a period after th, d, or

st^ following the date numerals, ex-

cepting, of course, to show the end of

a sentence: not being abbreviations,

the period does not properly belong

after them.

" Dear Sir " or " Gentlemen " may

be followed by a comma or a colon,

the latter being popularly used. It is
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not necessary, and looks bungling, to

make a dash after the colon or comma

in this case, unless the letter proper

follows in the same line. Generally

the letter proper makes a paragraph

(lo or 15 on the scale).

Learn the sizes of paper and type.

(See p. 109, Bigelow's Handbook of

Punctuation, and p. 1430, under head-

ing of " Type," Webster s Dictionary.)

Quotations extending over one line

on the typewriter, and all telegrams,

should be narrow-spaced and set out

prominently by making a space and a

half at the beginning and ending, as

:

" I telegraphed you to-day as follows

:

* Can get twelve and half cents bushel

delivered here. My judgment is better

sell entire lot. Wire instructions.*

And this confirms the despatch."
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" If you think advisable," etc. (Ob-

serve the single quotation mark in the

above-quoted despatch, to indicate a

quotation within a quotation.)

Do not use abbreviations in the

body of a telegram: even figures

should be spelled out.

Place the comma or period follow-

ing a quoted word or sentence before

the final quotation marks. The other

punctuation marks are put before or

after, as they are or are not a part of

the quotation.

Place all punctuation marks outside

the final parenthesis. The only ex-

ception to this is where the punctua-

tion mark is followed by quotation

marks : then they should be made in-

side the parenthesis.
'

In this democratic country, and in
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this age of quick correspondence, it

seems singularly inappropriate to close

a business letter with the senseless

"Yours truly," or, in fact, to employ

any sort of a complimentary closing.

Also, " Sir," without the affectionate

" Dear," ought, with more propriety,

to preface a business letter to a busi-

ness man, and " Gentlemen," to a firm

of business men — not " Dear Sirs "

;

and " Gents " is abominable. A re-

dundancy to be avoided is placing

" Messrs." {Messieurs, French for

Gentlemen) before a firm name and

then repeating the English "Gentle-

men" at the beginning of the letter

proper. In English correspondence,

the German, Spanish, or any other

equivalent for " Gentlemen " might as

appropriately be used as the French.
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The time is certainly coming when

these pedantic expressions and mean-

ingless forms will be eliminated from

American business correspondence

:

they will keep company with the old-

time English style of closing letters

with three or four lines of obsequious

nothing, as

:

" I am,

My dear Sir,

Your most obedient servant,"

a finale that would already appear

ridiculous to most Americans, though

popular fifty years ago, and still in-

dulged in by some who prefer to

live up to the traditions of a past age

rather than accept the " undignified
"

conditions of the present.

In the case of unmarried women no
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salutation (complimentary heading) is

admissible. The letter should begin

at the usual paragraph indentation.

" Madam " is the title given only

to married women.



III.

PUNCTUATION.

General rules of punctuation are

supposed to be familiar to those who

have had the advantage of a rudi-

mentary education, but so elastic are

the rules for using some marks of

punctuation that hardly two persons

will be found to punctuate a given

letter, of any considerable length, ex-

actly the same. There are certain

general rules for using marks of punc-

tuation, excepting, perhaps, the dash.

It is hardly necessary to say here

when to use the period or the inter-

rogation mark : you probably know.
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The Colon.— The principal use of

the colon is to separate a statement

of fact from its amplification, or a

statement given in different terms of

the same fact, thus

:

''The time is certainly coming when

these pedantic expressions and meaningless

forms will be eliminated from modern

business correspondence : they will keep

company with the old-time English style of

closing letters/' etc.

The first statement was that certain

expressions would be abandoned. The

second statement was only another

way of saying the same thing, viz., that

they would keep company with some-

thing that had been abandoned. Or,

"What Channing said of speaking is

also true of writing: a man who cannot

open his lips without breaking a rule of
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grammar, or darkening his meaning by a

confused, unskilful mode of communica-

tion, cannot take the place to which, per-

haps, his native good sense entitles him."

The colon is used before a detailed

statement, as

:

We have wired you to-day as follows

:

Buy for my account : (Here follow the

items.)

Your letter of the 6th inst. contains the

following: (Here follows the quotation.)

Use the colon after to wit, viz,, etc.,

if full details follow; but a comma

when only a few words follow.

The Comma.— The sense will have

to determine largely the place of the

comma. " Josh Billings " says

:

" There is a divinity that shapes our ends

rough.

Hew them how we will.*'
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The misplacement of the comma,

you see, will change the construction

of a sentence not a little. Most of us,

doubtless, would agree with Mr. Shaw

that the comma is placed right in

the foregoing couplet, although the

poet designed the comma to be placed

before " rough " instead of after.

When the title of a man is followed

by the company of which he is an

officer, " of the " may be omitted, and

the omission, as is usual in such

cases, shown by the comma, thus:

Supt., Nashua Mills.

The title of " Esq.'' is to be given

only to legal men.

Despatch and dispatch are both right,

with a leaning in favor of the former.

Do not write the decimal mark to-
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gether with the dollar sign, unless

dollars be accompanied by cents, thus

:

^65, but $65.25.

Underscore foreign words and

phrases to show italics.

Do not quote the names of news-

papers or vessels, or anything that is

not properly a quotation, ix, only that

which is repeated in the first person.

In writing an amount as great as

one hundred dollars, where an error

would involve an actual loss, print

the letters first and the figures after-

ward in parentheses.

This is done for the purpose of verifica-

tion ; e.g. one hundred and fifty dollars

and twenty-six cents {$150.26),

In amounts of less than one hundred

dollars it may not be necessary to do

this : the figures alone may be printed.
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The Apostrophe.— The apostrophe

is used to denote omitted letters from

a word. When the apostrophe is so

used, it is not proper to also write

the period for the purpose; e.g. do

not write agt,^ but agt or agt. (Cus-

tom generally establishes the form of

showing omitted letters, whether by

the apostrophe or the period.)

Possession is shown by the apostro-

phe before s in the singular number,

and after s in the plural number ; thus,

a month's earnings^ two months' earnings.

The possessives, ours, hers, theirs,

yours, do not take the apostrophe.

Nouns in the singular, including

proper names, show possession by

apostrophe-5, as James's, Billings's,

witness's.
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Nouns in the plural ending in s

show possession by j'-apostrophe, as

doys\ the Williamses\

Colloquially, do not, can not, is not,

and a few other words commonly

used together may be combined as

dont, can't, isn't, etc., and the elided

letters denoted by the apostrophe.



IV.

CAPITALIZATION.

Use capital letters only in the case

of proper names and, generally, nouns

or adjectives derived from proper

names, and for titles. Only the prin-

cipal words of a title should be capi-

talized, thus

:

Life and Times of Grant.

Begin names of streets, months,

states, towns, counties, and points of

the compass with capital letters, thus:

Washington St., Northwest,

October, Gulf of Mexico,

Wednesday, North Dakota.

Z9
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The points of the compass may be

abbreviated by their capitals : do not

use kS^. for South, or No. for North.

Use abbreviations for months when

in the date-line of letters^ and for

states following the names of cities

and towns, excepting the State of

Maine. Me., the abbreviation for

Maine, is sometimes misread for Mo,,

particularly when written, and con-

sequently letters intended for Maine

may go to Missouri. Write Maine

in full, and Calif., the abbreviation

for California.

Many times it is preferable to write

small letters in abbreviations for words

which do not require capitals when

written in full. There is no reason

why capitals should be employed in

c. 0. d. any more than in lb. or bbl.
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Initial letters following the city of

London indicate the geographical di-

visions of the city

:

E. C, East Centre.

W. C, West Centre.



V.

ABBREVIATIONS.

Pres. . . President.

Mgr. . . Manager.

Pa., Pena Pennsylvania.

lo. . . . Iowa.

Supt. . . Superintendent.

lb. . . . pound, pounds.

G. F. A. . general freight agent.

G. P. A. . general passenger agent

c. o. d. . . collect on delivery.

f. 0. b. . . free on board.

c. f. i. . . charges, freight and in-

surance.

mtg. . . mortgage.

bu. . . . bushel.

Att'y-at-Law Attorney-at-Law.

32
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i.e.

Genl

inst.

ult . ,

prox.

MS. ,

MSS.

H. R.

b. L, .

c. . .

mfg. .

mfr. .

p. .

pp. .

Ry. . ,

R. R.

. . (id est), that is.

Agt, general agent (Gen., a

military title only).

. . instant (the present

month).

ultimo (the past month).

proximo (the next

month).

manuscript.

manuscripts.

House of Representa-

tives.

bill of lading.

cents.

manufacturing.

manufacturer.

page.

pages.

railway.

railroad.
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ss. . . . to witness (legal).

No. . . number.

e.g. . , . {exempli gratia)^ for

example.

v., vs. . {versus), against.

viz. . . . {videlicet), to witness,

namely.

Bldg. . . building.

Av. . . Avenue.

4to . . quarto.

8vo . . . octavo.

i2mo . duodecimo.

i6mo . . sextodecimo.

i8mo . . octodecimo.

c.l. . . . carload, carloads.

c-o, c/o . . care of.

Ass't . . assistant.

Soc'y . . society.

mdse. . . merchandise.

ad., adv. . advertisement.



ABBREVIATIONS.

advtg. . . advertising.

dept. . department.

Natl . . National.

ed. . . . edition.

cor. . . . corner.

propV . . proprietor.

mo. . . . months.

str. . . . steamer.

Sr., Sen. . Senior.

cwt. . . . per hundred pounds.

Jr., Jun. . Junior.

Bd. . . . Boulevard.

bbl. . . . barrel, barrels.

e. & 0. e. . errors and omissions

excepted.

35



VI.

ADDRESS HEADINGS.

The appearance of address head-

ings is an important feature in a well-

arranged typewritten letter, and, while

there is no special rule to be followed,

the same general principles apply as in

typography. To maintain a correct

balance is the aim. To do this, the sec-

ond line of the address heading should

begin under the middle of the first line,

and the third line under the middle of

the second line, provided the lines are

of nearly equal length. If, however,

the second line should be considerably

longer than the third, the third line

should then be set in the middle of

the second line, i.e. so that there will

36
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be an equal indentation at both ends

of the third line from the second, thus

:

Mr. George P. Hall,

Treas. & Vice-Pres., Hall Rubber Co.,

Boston, Mass.

While it is purely a matter of taste,

it usually looks better to make the

address heading narrow-spaced instead

of wide-spaced. It would look bun-

gling and top-heavy to make wide-

spacing for four or five lines of an

address heading. Where there are

three or more lines in the address

heading, and the P. O. Box is added,

the P. O. Box may be in parentheses

at the end of the heading. Upon en-

velopes the P. O. Box may be printed

at the lower left-hand corner.

In directing envelopes, double-space

the lines, and put the name of the
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state on a separate line, so as to

readily catch the eye of the mail dis-

tributers. The postal authorities have

made this special request. It has been

the fad with some operators to make a

space after each letter of a town or

city. The post office authorities ob-

ject to this.

In printing tables it is best to make

them narrow-spaced, having the inden-

tation at both ends equal, counting

from the longest line in the table. If

it is necessary to overrun, the first

overruning line is again indented to

the one above it, but succeeding over-

running lines are not, thus

:

12 Dickens*s Child's History of Eng-

land, at j^i, ;^I2

12 Milton's Paradise Lost, morocco and

gold, Riverside ed., illustrated by

Dor6, i2mo, at $2.50, 30
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6 Dante's Divine Comedy, cloth, i6mo,

at;?3, i8

10 Henry Esmond, by Thackeray, full

library bound, Aldine ed., illustrated,

at ;S>i, 10

Observe the general balance of the

headings belov^:

Boston, Oct. 28, 1902.

Fred'k E. Chamberlain, Sons & Co.,

Mdse. Brokers,

423 Main St.,

Phila., Pa.

Gentlemen :

We are in receipt of yours of the loth

in St.

Boston, Feb. 20, 1902.

Geo. Smith & Co.,

Gen'l Mgrs., Fidelity Ins. Co.,

2021 S. Warren St., Cincinnati, O.

Gentlemen :

Replying to your favor of the 12th ult.,

etc., etc.
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Boston, Jan. 24, 1902.

Mr. Edward Porter,
Brockton, Mass.

Sir:

I have the pleasure of stating to you, in

answer

Boston, Feb. 28, 1902.

Scott, Jones & Co.,

201 W. Broad St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Gentlemen :

Yours of the 20th at hand, and contents

noted.

I had intended, etc.

Address lines of personal letters

should be at the lower left corner of

the letter, after the complimentary

closing.



VII.

HOW TO CORRECT BAD SPELLING.

It would be needless labor for one

who is afflicted with bad spelling to

try to memorize several hundred or

several thousand words, only a small

proportion of which, perhaps, would

be misspelled. The best and quickest

way to correct bad spelling on the part

of the student is to make a list of

every word that has been misspelled in

his transcripts, day by day, as the

mistakes are made and corrected, and

to study this list with great assiduity.

It will embrace only the words that

each individual is liable to spell wrong,

and no others, and in the course of a

41
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few months will, doubtless, compre-

hend about all of the words used in

ordinary correspondence upon which

the student is likely to slip.

It is also advisable to add to such

a list, words the spelling of which

is peculiar, and the true spelling of

which the student knows but halts

upon ; as referred, with double-r when

double^ sometimes occurs to the mind

first ; occurred, with both double-^ and

double-r; Cincinnati, with double-;^

instead of double-/. Also the defini-

tions of words used in the course of

the day's work, that were not before

known.

The list should be made out after

the following pattern

:



VIII.

DAYBOOK

OF DEFINITIONS AND MISSPELLED WORDS.

Principal (chief).

Principle (a rule).

Lose (to sustain loss).

Loose (not tight).

To (prep.).

Too (adv.).

Referred.

Occurred.

' the person to whom a

thing is warranted

or is guaranteed.

the person who warrants

or who guarantees.

43

Warrantee (n.)

Guarantee (n.)

Warrantor

Guarantor
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Guarantee (v.)

Warrant .

Warranty

Guaranty

to promise the fulfil-

ment of a thing in-

tended to be done

by another.

the instrument— the

document that war-

rants, as "Warranty

Deed "
;
guaranty of

salary, meaning the

document which

guarantees.



IX.

LETfER COPYING.

After a little experience, better

press copies of typewriter work can be

obtained than of pen work, and as

rapidly. The following instructions

will insure success

:

First place an oil sheet in the letter-

book; on this lay smoothly a damp

blotter or cloth; then the tissue leaf

of the book, on which place the letter

to be copied. If the letter be written

on one side only, as is usual, lay an-

other oil sheet on the back of the

letter, and proceed as before. If the

letter is written on both sides, lay it on

45
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the book, as directed above, and on

the back of the letter turn down the

next page of the copy-book; upon

that spread a damp blotter or cloth,

and upon this lay another oil sheet.

It should remain in the press a min-

ute or two. How damp to make the

blotter, and how long to permit the

book to remain in the press, and how

much pressure is required, experience

will demonstrate. In taking out the

letters lay oil sheets between the pages

of the book, and also between the

letters just copied. As many letters

can be copied at one time as desired.

The Rapid Roller Copier is a more

recent device, on which the copying is

done upon a roll of tissue paper, which

is pressed beneath a roller, under

water, which dampens it; next be-
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tween two rollers, which presses out

the superfluous moisture, leaving the

paper evenly moistened ; then between

two more rollers, where the letter to

be copied is inserted. After passing

through these rollers the letter slides

into a basket, where the paper is

wound automatically on a reel in the

base, where it dries automatically.

When the paper upon which the

copies have been made is unwound

from the reel, it is passed under a knife

and the letters cut off and filed.

When this process is used, it is cus-

tomary to use the Shannon system of

filing, whereby the answered letters

are filed with the copies between in-

dexed leaves. By this method there

is no necessity of removing a paper

from the files for examination, as all
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the papers on top of the particular

letter desired may be turned over on

the arches of the file.

Letters may, if desired, be re-copied,

the blotters needing only to be

damper than usual, and the letters re-

maining longer under pressure.



X.

INDEXING.

In the index of the letter-press book

should be entered the names of cor-

respondents, followed by the number

of each page upon which answers to

them are copied. For example, upon

index C would be entered Mr. Albert

H. Clark's name, thus :
" Clark, Al-

bert H.— 71, 113, 209." The figures

represent the pages upon which are

copied the letters to Albert H. Clark,

the first being on page 71, the second

on page 1
1 3, the third on page 209.

Letters to this correspondent are in-

dicated by placing the number of the

page opposite his name in the index.

49
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In " chasing " correspondence, it

saves the time of looking back to

the index to place upon the second

and subsequent pages in the letter-

book (wherein are copied a corre-

spondent's letter) the number of the

page of the letter immediately pre-

ceding and that immediately follow-

ing. Thus, in the foregoing example,

on page 113 would be found at the

top, in pencil, the numbers 71-209,

indicating that the letter immediately

preceding that on page 113 is to be

found on page 71, and that imme-

diately following on page 209.

When the letter-press book pages

are completely filled with copies, the

dates of starting and ending should

be designated on the back, as :
" From

February 6, 1897, to May 9, 1897."



XL ^

TYPEWRITER DUPLICATING.

Carbon.— Upon the thinnest tissue

paper a dozen or more clear copies

can be obtained by the carbon pro-

cess, which consists in placing semi-

carbon paper (carbonized on one side

only) between the sheets, the top

sheet being left uncovered on which

to print the original copy. Care

should be taken to place the carbon

(colored) side down against the face

of the sheet to be printed, as it is

not unusual for the tyro to place the

carbon side upward so that the copy

is made on the back of the sheet in-
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stead of on the face. Carbon paper

should be handled tenderly when

placing between the blank sheets, as

a slight pressure will make a stain.

The envelope holder on the type-

writer should be raised a trifle, so

that it will not press against the

sheets when in the carriage, else it

will make a long black mark down

the middle of the copies.

When the copying is finished, the

carbon sheets should be carefully

smoothed and replaced flat in the

box, from which they may again be

taken and used as many as twelve

or fifteen times before the carbon is

entirely expended.

Carbon paper is made in two colors,

—purple and black,— the latter being

popularly used, and in legal and letter
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sizes, and usually retails for fifty cents

a dozen, or three dollars a hundred.

Mimeograph.— Where a large num-

ber of copies are to be taken, the

Edison Mimeograph is a most satis-

factory duplicator. Several hundred

copies may be taken from one stencil,

and, with care and experience, these

copies can be made to closely resem-

ble original work. Where duplicat-

ing is done upon the mimeograph by

typewriter, the ribbon is removed and

the type cleaned thoroughly; then a

sheet of stencil paper with the face

or "writing side" down is laid on a

flat surface; this is covered by the

tissue sheet which accompanies it to

prevent the type filling with wax, and

over it is placed the "perforating

silk." This is covered by an oiled
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sheet "backing" and placed in the

typewriter carriage, and the stencil

made by striking the keys in the

ordinary manner, though, perhaps,

with a trifle more force. If it is de-

sired that the work resemble that

done upon a ribbonless typewriter,

which inks direct from the type, the

"perforating silk" is omitted. When
the stencil is made, both the stencil

and the tissue are then placed in the

printing frame of the mimeograph.

If there are any holes or imperfec-

tions in the stencil, they can now be

varnished out. The ink should be

distributed thoroughly on a slate by

a small printer's roller, which is a part

of the equipment. A thorough ink

distribution is, in fact, necessary to

obtain the best results. The inked
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roller is now run over the stencil,

under which is placed a blotter. After

getting a clear copy on the blotter,

place the paper to be printed upon

over it, and pass the roller over the

stencil in one direction only.

The Neostyle process is similar to

the work of the mimeograph, and by

carefully following the printed direc-

tions accompanying either of these

duplicators, good work should be

done from the start, and with rea-

sonable expedition.

There are other duplicating pro-

cesses, such as the cyclostyle, the

electric pen, and the hektograph, but

they are more or less obsolete.



XII.

LETTER FILING.

Most offices are equipped with let-

ter-filing cabinets, containing drawers

lettered top to bottom from A to Z.

The first drawer, for example, is let-

tered A-C ; the next, D-G, etc. Within

the drawers is a book of blank leaves,

with indexed pages exposed, the first

compartment lettered, say AA-AL, the

second AM-AR, the third AS-AZ, the

fourth BAA-BAQ, etc. In these com-

partments are to be placed answered

letters, the signatures of which begin

with the first two letters of the index;

as, all signatures starting with letter

A, and any letter immediately foUow-
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ing up to and including L, would be

filed in the first compartment of the

first drawer, under AA-AL ; in the sec-

ond compartment would go letters the

signatures of which started with Am,

and followed by any letter in the

alphabet up to and including R, etc.

For example, in the first compartment

would be filed letters from John

Adams, Aerial Ship Construction Co.,

F. A. Alberton & Sons; in the sec-

ond compartment would be filed let-

ters from the American Sugar Refining

Co., James R. Anderson, Martin P.

Arbuckle. Where, as often happens,

letters from some one connected with

a firm or corporation, periodical, mu-

nicipality, or other organization, are

signed personally, although relating to

general business of the organization, it
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is better to file under the name of the

organization rather than that of the

individual. The latter may not be

well remembered or may change, or

what is also likely, be but one of sev-

eral who write from the same office.

When all the compartments in the

cabinet are filled with letters, the

books containing the letters are re-

moved and placed in a transfer case,

properly dated, for future reference.

Card.— The card system of vertical

filing is an excellent and compara-

tively new method by which all docu-

ments are filed in boxes within manila

folders, alphabetically, geographically,

numerically, etc. Letters and other

papers, instead of being laid flat in

boxes, are filed on edge, open side up,

in drawers, and are retained in posi-
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tion by an adjustable block, which

moves back as the spaces fill up.

By the alphabetical plan, the cor-

respondence is filed by letters without

the use of an index. By the geo-

graphical plan, the matter is filed

according to locality, by states, for ex-

ample, and subdivided by towns, cus-

tomers' names, or any other way

desired. By the numerical plan, the

folders are numbered from one up-

ward, and the cards numbered to

agree with the folders. Each card is

filled out with the name and address

of the correspondent, and then filed

alphabetically in the index tray.

The folders are placed in the filing

cabinet in numerical order, and the

letters from, and copies of letters to,

each correspondent are placed in a
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folder bearing the same number as the

card. A new correspondent takes the

next unassigned card in sequence, to-

gether with the folder of the same

number, the latter being filed numeri-

cally, and the cards alphabetically, so

that the name of the correspondent or

subject always affords a guide to the

folder.



XIII.

FANCY HEADINGS AND BORDERS.

Very pretty work may be done

upon the typewriter by attaching two

short pieces of colored ribbons at the

end of the main ribbon (say a green

.and a red ribbon) and printing head-

ings and sub-headings, prominent let-

ters and words, in the manuscript in

colors. Pretty borders may also be

made upon the typewriter by printing

two or more characters, one upon the

other, as b and c, o and the apos-

trophe, the underscore and the period,

the figure 8 and the hyphen, and many

other combinations. These look par-

ticularly well in colors.
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CHARGES FOR SHORTHAND AND
TYPEWRITING WORK.

General reporting, including one

transcript, expert work, 25 cents per

hundred words; 15 cents for a large

job.

Typewriting from dictation, straight

work, untechnical, 5 cents per hundred

words. Typewriting from clear copy,

no tables, 6 cents per hundred words,

3 cents per hundred words additional

for carbon copies.

Amanuensis work by the hour (with

typewriter), 50 cents.

Envelopes addressed on typewriter,

^10 a thousand.
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XV.

FURTHER AND FARTHER (in rhyme).

Says "Farther" to "Further," "My
peace you disturb,

For you are an active and transitive

verb,

And always you're striving io further

your cause,

Ignoring my rights and King Gram-

mar's good laws.

" I'm only an adverb of distance, 'tis

true.

But still I've my place, and my duty

to do;

And I'll thank you, howe'er at my
protest you scoff.

To mind your own business, and keep

farther off.
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" YouVe work of your own— to push

things along

;

And you're able to do it, because you

are strong

;

And I'll run before you to mark out

your way,

And help you to further things far-

ther away.

" Your work is to boost things, and

mine is to lead.

We each need the other for making

good speed

;

So please on my province no longer

intrude

;

* Thus far, and wo farther! ' nor deem

I am rude."

'Tis rumored that " Further " "ac-

knowledged the corn,"

And said, " I'm a sinner as sure as

I'm born;
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But now if you'll pardon my fault, in

your grace,

ril trespass no farther, but keep my
own place."

So each his aggression has promised

to curb.

The adverb, the active and transitive

verb;

And now will all mortals this treaty

regard,

That King Grammar's reign may no

longer be marred t



XVI.

COMMON WORDS OFTEN MISSPELLED.

abeyance alphabetical

absence already

accommodate altogether

achieve anonymous

acknowledgment apothecaries

adherence authorized

adjustable auxiliary

admissible avaricious

advice, advise bale, bail

affirmation believe

aggrieved borne

agreeable brake, break

alacrity breakage

all ready careful

all right catarrhal
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catastrophe debility

censurable decease

cereal, serial defalcation

ceremonial defendant

cessation deficit

champagne develop

Chattanooga differentiate

christening dilapidated

Cincinnati dimensions

coalesce disappointment

collegiate discernible

colossal discontinuing

committee discrimination

compelling economic

connoisseur ecstasy

conscientious effervescent

consensus egregious

corps elementary

corroborate emanate

crude, accrued embarrassed
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eminent indestructible

emissary indispensable

emolument indorsement

ensuing inflammatory

equipped innuendo

exaggerate inseparable

exigency Ithaca

extension judgment

extolled laboratory

facilitate lathe

favorite loose, lose

February manoeuvring

feminine marriageable

fictitious matinee

formerly, formally mechanism

gauge, gage medicinal

grammatical melancholy

homily melon

imminent mercantile

incomparable mileage
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moneys piece

necessary pitiless

Niagara plat

nullify plurality

nutritious possesses

obsequies Poughkeepsie

occasional practicable

occurred precedent

omitted prejudice

originally presumptuous

parallel principal, princi-

parliamentary ple

paroled privilege

partisan procedure

penurious processes

perceive prodigious

peremptory propitious

perfunctory quarantine

permissible readiness

phosphorescence recede
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recommend stationary, sta-

recompense tionery

regretting statue, statute,

reminiscence stature

rescind subordinate

resistance suburbs

restaurant suffrage

rheumatic suggestion

rhyme suing

salable supersede

schedule supplementary

seize susceptible

sensible Susquehanna

separate sustenance

sewerage symmetry

sheriff tariff

sieve Tennessee

sinecure their, there

sizable therefor

soliloquy therefore
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to, two, too

traceable

traffic

trustworthiness

unforeseen

unparalleled

vicinity

vicissitudes

warrant

Wichita

Winnipeg

wiring

wrapped, rapped



XVII.

USUAL SPELLING OF COMMON
PROPER NAMES.

Olmstead Geoffrey (given

Myers name)

Soule Jeffrey (surname)

Robbins BoUes, Bowles

Donnelly Keyes

Seymour Lyons

Foote Shedd

Pease Fassett

Bowen Knapp

Carlisle, Carlyle Macomber

Dixon Waite

Knowles Watroijs

Somers Kerr

Comstock Bennett

Stewart, Stuart
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WORDS OF DIFFERENT MEANING,
SIMILARLY PRONOUNCED.

A.

absolute perfect.

obsolete out of use.

accede to agree.

exceed to go beyond.

accelerate .... to hasten,

exhilarate .... to enliven.

access approach.

excess more than enough.

axis a central line.

accept to receive; to agree to.

except .to object; to exclude.
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adapt to use.

adept skilful.

adopt to take.

adapted suitable.

adopted ..... received.

addition increase.

edition numberprintedatone

time,

advice (n.) .... counsel ; information,

advise (v.) .... to give advice to.

adverse contrary.

averse unwilling.

affect to influence.

effect consequence; purpose.

allay to abate.

alley a narrow street.

ally a helper.

allowed approved.

aloud loudly.
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all ready . . complete; prepared.

already . . . by this time.

ascent . . . . upward progress

assent . . . . to agree.

anatomy . . dissection.

autonomy

.

. the right of self-govern

ment.

appraise. . . to set a value upon.

apprise • . . to inform.

arc . part of a circle.

ark . Noah's boat.

auger . . . . a tool.

augur • . . . a prophet.

B.

bail (law) to deliver.

bale a large pack.

bare naked.

bear carry
;
press ; an animal.
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base mean; bottom.

bass low in tone.

beach a shore.

beech a tree.

bight the doubled part of a

rope,

bite to cut with the teeth,

birth act of being born.

berth a situation.

boar . an animal.

bore (v.) to make a hole.

(n.) a tiresome individual.

born brought into life.

borne carried.

bourn (bourne) . limit or goal.

boll the round stem of a

tree,

bowl the hollow part.
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brake to stop.

break to tear apart.

broach to approach.

brooch (pronounced brock), an orna-

ment.

bury to place in the ground.

berry a fruit

c.

canvas cloth.

canvass to solicit.

capable able.

culpable blameworthy.

calender to hot-press.

calendar .... an almanac.

capital goods; in commerce

the money or property owned

upon which business is trans-

acted; the seat of government

of a state or country.
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capitol the chief administra-

tive building of the United

States Government at Wash-

ington.

catarrh a disease.

guitar a musical instrument.

cessation .... a pause,

secession .... withdrawal.

competition . . rivalry,

computation . . a calculation.

chord a musical sound.

cord a string.

coarse not fine.

course tendency ; way.

corse a dead body.

commend .... approve ; to intrust,

comment .... a remark.
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complement . . that which completes,

or that which sup-

plies a deficiency.

compliment. . . to speak favorably of.

conscience ..." That tender spark

of celestial fire."

conscious .... knowing.

concentrate ... to condense,

consecrate ... to devote.

co-operation . . operating together,

corporation. . . legalized combination

of persons.

core the middle.

corps (pronounced core), body of men.

corpse a dead body.

choir a chorus.

quire 24 sheets of paper.
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creditable .... with credit,

credible believable.

currant a fruit.

current the present ; running.

cruise a voyage.

cruse a small cup.

counsel to advise ; a lawyer s

title.

council a deliberative assem-

blage.

dairy

diary

deferential

differential

deprecate .

depreciate

D.

a milk-house,

a daily history.

respectful,

discriminating.

to detract.

to lessen in value.
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1

desert (v.) .... abandon
;

(n.) plain,

dessert latter part of meal.

disease sickness.

decease death.

disprove to prove false.

disapprove ... to look upon with

disfavor,

dissent to disagree.

descent act of coming down.

dissipate .... to scatter,

dispute to contest.

draft the demand of one

person upon an-

other for payment.

draught a current of air.

dual double.

duel contest.
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E.

emerge to come from.

immerge • ... to submerge.

eminent distinguished.

imminent .... near.

emigrant .... one who goes from

a country.

immigrant . . . one who comes to

a country.

eulogy ..... an encomium,

elegy a funeral poem.

expand to enlarge.

expend to spend.

expound .... to explain.

extant existing.

extent size.

F.

face (v.) to look; (n.) front.

phase appearance.
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fain gladly.

feign to pretend.

faint weak.

feint a false movement.

farther relating to distance.

further additional; to pro-

mote.

formally ceremoniously.

formerly having been.

forth forward.

fourth a fractional part.

freeze to chill.

frieze an architectural term;

a coarse woollen

cloth.

foul filthy.

fowl a bird.

Fowle (proper name).
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G.

gamble to stake money.

gambol to play.

gate an entrance.

gait manner of walk.

genius mental power.

genus a class.

grate to make a discordant

sound; an iron

frame for holding

coals.

great large.

gregarious . . . assembling or living

in a flock ; antith-

esis of solitary.

egregious .... extraordinary ; mon-

strous.

groan (v.) .... to moan
;
(n.) a moan.

grown p.p. of to grow.
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guerilla irregular soldier.

gorilla an animal.

guilt criminality.

gilt a bright covering.

H.

hall a room.

haul to pull.

hear to perceive by the ear.

here in this place.

heard p.p. of to hear,

herd a number of animals.

higher comparative of high.

hire payment for services;

to procure for pay.

hypercritical . . very critical,

hypocritical . • deceitful.
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I.

idle to waste time.

idol an image.

idyl a short descriptive

poem.

isle an island.

aisle a natural avenue;

passage.

incite to instigate.

insight penetration.

indict to charge with crime.

indite to tell ; to compose.

inseparable . . . not to be separated,

insuperable . . . insurmountable.

J.

judicious .... prudent,

judicial in legal form.
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K.

key ....... an instrument to lock.

quay (pronounced kee), a wharf.

L.

leaf part of a tree.

leave to withdraw.

lief willingly.

legible plain ; clear.

eligible qualified.

lesser less.

lessor one who leases.

lessen to become less ; to

shrink,

lesson that which is taught.

liniment ointment.

lineament .... feature.

loan c to lend.

lone solitary.
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loath detest.

loth unwilling.

lose to forfeit.

loose to unbind ; unbound.

M.

mantel shelf.

mantle cloak.

marshal command.

martial warlike.

mean ...... stingy ; to intend

;

middle,

mesne (legal) . . middle,

mien aspect; manner.

medal badge.

meddle • . . . . interfere.

meat animal substance.

meet to come together.

mete measure.
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metal that which is reduced

from ore.

mettle spirit.

miner a mine worker.

minor under legal age.

N.

naive (pronounced nd-eve), ingenuous.

nave middle of church.

knave villain.

nay no.

neigh a horse's utterance.

need to want.

knead to press dough.

o.

oracle a prophet or wiseacre.

auricle relating to the ear.

ought should.

aught anything or part.
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of (prep.)

off distant.

p.

pail a bucket.

pale pallid; an inclosure.

pain suffering.

pane a square of glass.

pair ....... two.

pare to peel.

payer one who pays.

pear a fruit.

palate part of the throat.

palette a plate on which

paints are mixed,

pallet a rude bed.

peak apex.

peek to look slyly.

pique wounded vanity.
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1

peal loud sound.

peel to strip.

pie pastry.

pi a printer's term for

mixed type.

piece fragment.

peace concord.

pole a long stick.

poll to enroll.

politic diplomatic.

politics science of govern-

ment.

poor not rich.

pore a minute opening ; to

study with atten-

tion.

pour flow, or cause to flow.
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presence • . . . in person.

presents (n.)

.

. . gifts.

prescience • . . foresight.

practical . . . . useful.

practicable . . . feasible.

president . . . . chief officer.

precedent . . . . something whichmay

serve as an example to author-

ize subsequent acts of a similar

kind.

principal . . . . chief part.

principle . . . . fundamental part.

proceed . . . . . to go on.

precede . . . . . to go before.

prosecute . . . . action at law.

persecute . . . . to harass.

quarts .... . . plural of quart.

quartz .... . . stone.
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R.

rain falling water.

rein to restrain.

reign to rule.

reek to emit steam or

vapor,

wreak to revenge.

repetition .... to repeat,

reputation . . . character as known.

right not wrong.

rite a ceremony.

wright a workman.

write to inscribe.

respectful .... with respect,

respectively . . particularly,

respectably . . . decently.

role ..*.... a part or assumed

character,

roll to revolve ; a list.
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rot decay.

wrought work.

rote mere repetition; with-

out thought,

wrote having written.

rout (pronounced rowt\ a large assem-

bly
;
put to flight,

route (pronounced root), passage.

s.

salutary wholesome.

solitary alone.

seal to secure ; to attest

ceil to overlay an inner

roof.

seen past tense of see.

scene a view.

seine (pronounced sane), fishing net.

sane lucid.
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seize to clutch.

cease to stop.

senior elder.

Seignior .... English equivalent

of the Spanish Senor, and the

Italian Sig^tor; corresponding

to our Mr.

serial in series.

cereal grain.

series succession.

serious grave.

serge cloth.

surge to swell.

session meeting.

cession withdrawal.

sight act of seeing.

site location.

cite to quote.
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slight weak; small.

sleight dexterity.

sole solitary; only.

soul immortal part of man

Soule (proper name).

some quantity.

sum the whole amount.

specie coin.

species classes or subdivi-

sions of a genus,

specious plausible.

stature height.

statue image.

statute law.

{in) statu stationary.

stake wager; pledge.

steak meat.
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stationary

.

. . . still.

stationery

.

, . . paper materials.

straight . . . . . not crooked.

strait. . . . . . . distressful.

subtile. . . . . fine; acute; not dense.

subtle (pronounced suttle), cunningly

devised.

suit .... . . . to fit; (law) le2:al

action,

suite (pronounced sweet), a series or

collection, as of

rooms.

symbol a sign.

cymbal a musical instrument.

tail an appendage.

tale . a story.
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tare allowance in weight.

tear to rend.

taught instructed.

taut tight.

team two or more animals

harnessed together,

teem to be prolific.

tenor general drift; purport.

tenure act of holding.

there (adv.) ... in that place,

their (pron.) . . . possessive of they.

therefor for that reason.

therefore .... consequently.

to. . c (prep.).

too (adv.).

two number.
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typography . . . printing,

topography . . . description of a par-

ticular place.

V.

vain conceited.

vane a weather-cock.

vein through which blood

courses.

valid real.

valued of value.

varies differs.

various many.

veracity truthfulness.

voracity greed.

veracious .... truthful,

voracious .... gluttonous.
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vice . viciousness.

vise instrumentforholding.

vise (pronounced veza), a permit.

w.

wait to stop.

Waite (proper name).

weight heaviness.

waive to forego.

wave to brandish.

wear ....... to carry on the body.

ware merchandise.

Y.

your possessive oiyou.

ewer a pitcher.



XIX.

FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES.

COMMONLY USED IN CORRESPONDENCE.

A.

a fortiori (Lat.) ... for a still stronger

reason.

h la mode (Fr.) ... in fashion.

a priori (Lat.) .... presumptively.

h plomb (Fr.) .... firmly.

a propos (Fr.) .... pertinently.

ad damnum (Lat.) . to the damage.

ad infinitum (Lat.) . indefinitely.

ad interim (Lat.) . . temporarily.

ad libitum (Lat.) . . at pleasure.

ad valorem (Lat.) . according to its

value.

lOI
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alias (Lat.) otherwise.

alibi (Lat.) elsewhere ; in an-

other place.

airiia'i^iater (Lat.) . . the college in

which one is

educated.

alter ego (Lat.) ... in another self.

alumni (Lat.) .... plural of alum-

nus, graduates.

amende honorable (Fr.), apology.

amour propre (Fr.) . vanity.

animus (Lat.) .... intent.

ante meridiem (Lat.) before noon (a.m.).

attache (Fr.) .... a subaltern, espe-

cially to an

ambassador.

au courant (Fr.) . . . current.

au fait (Fr.) ..... well skilled.

au revoir (Fr.). . until we meet again.

avant-coureur (Fr.) . forerunner.
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B.

bagatelle (Fr.) .... a trifle,

bas-relief (Fr.) .... low relief.

baton (Fr.) a rod.

beau monde (Fr.) . . fashionable world,

belles lettres (Fr.) . polite literature,

bete noire (Fr.) ... a bugbear.

bijou (Fr.) a jewel.

billet doux(Fr.) . . . a love-letter.

bizarre (Fr.) strange.

blase (Fr.) faded.

bona fide (Lat.) ... in good faith,

bon jour (Fr.) .... good day.

bon mot (Fr.) .... a witty saying,

bon soir (Fr.) .... good evening,

bon ton (Fr.) .... style,

bon vivant (Fr.) . . a man of pleasure,

bouillon (Fr.) .... soup,

bourgeois (Fr.) . . . middle class,

brusque (Fr.) .... gruff.
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C.

cafe (Fr.) coffee ; restau-

rant.

carte blanche (Fr.) . full permission.

caveat emptor (Lat.) let the purchaser

beware.

caveat (Lat.) the stopping of

a process ; a .

warning.

contretemps (Fr.) . . unseasonable.

conversazione (It.) . familiar discus-

sion.

celebre (Fr.) celebrated.

centime (Fr.) .... a hundredth part

of a franc.

centum (Lat.) .... a hundred (cent).

charge d'affaires (Fr.), the agent in

charge.

chateau (Fr.) .... a castle.

chef-d'oeuvre (Fr.) . a masterpiece.
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chevalier d'industrie (Fr.), swindler,

cicerone (It.) ... a guide,

coiffure (Fr.) ... a lady's head-dress,

comme il faut (Fr.), elegant,

compos mentis (Lat), sane,

concierge (Fr.) . . janitor,

confrere (Fr.) . . . associate,

conge (Fr.) .... departure,

connoisseur (Fr.) . a person of taste,

cortege (Fr.) . . . escort,

coterie (Fr.) .... a select circle.

coup (Fr.) a fortunate stroke.

coup d'etat (Fr.) . a master-stroke in

politics,

cuisine (Fr.) .... kitchen
;
quality of

cooking.

cumgranosalis(Lat.), with a grain of

salt; with due

allowance,

curriculum (Lat.) . a course of study.
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D.

debris (Fr.) fragments.

debut (Fr.) first appearance.

de facto (Lat.) ... in fact.

dei gratia (Lat.) ... by the grace of

God.

dejeuner (Fr.) .... breakfast.

de jure (Lat.) .... legally right.

dele (Lat.) erase.

demoiselle (Fr.) ... a young unmar-

ried lady.

denouement (Fr.) . . climax.

de novo (Lat.) .... anew.

deo volente (Lat.) . . if God will.

dernier ressort (Fr.) the last resort.

deshabille (Fr.) . . . undress.

desideratum (Lat.) . something to be

desired.

detour (Fr.) circuitous way.

de trop (Fr.) .... too much.
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dictum (Lat.) .... a saying,

dilettante (It.). . . . a lover of the fine

arts.

diner (Fr.) dinner.

distingue (Fr.) . . . distinguished,

divertissement (Fr) . diversion,

dolce far niente (It) . sweet idleness,

double entente (Fr.) double meaning,

dramatis personae (Lat), the characters

of a play.

E.

eclat (Fr.) showiness.

elite (Fr.) select society.

employe (Fr.) .... one who is em-

ployed.

encore (Fr.) once more.

en masse (Fr.) ... in a mass.

ennui (Fr.) weariness.

en passant (Fr.) ... in passing ; by

the way.
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en rapport (Fr.) . . in relation to.

en regie (Fr.) .... in order.

en route (Fr.) .... on the way.

ensemble (Fr.) . . . viewed as a whole.

entree (Fr.) entrance; first

course at the

table.

entre nous (Fr.) . . . between our-

selves.

ergo (Lat.) therefore.

erratum (Lat.) . . . typographical er-

ror.

esprit (Fr.) intellect.

esprit de corps (Fr.). an animating

spirit.

etat (Fr.) condition.

et alii (Lat.) and others (et al.).

et cetera (Lat.) . . . and so forth (etc.).

ex (Lat.) out of ; from.

exempli gratia(Lat.), for example (e.g.).
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exit (Lat.) departure.

ex officio (Lat.) . . . out of office.

exordium (Lat.) . . introduction.

ex parte (Lat.) ... on one side ; on

the part of.

expose (Fr.) exposition.

ex post facto (Lat.) . after the deed is

done ; retro-

spective.

extempore (Lat.) . . on the spur of the

moment.

F.

fac simile (Lat.) . . an exact copy.

fete (Fr.) festival.

fides (Lat.) faith.

finale (It.) conclusion.

finis (Lat.) end.

flagrante delicto (Lat.), during the com-

mission of a

crime.
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G.

gens d'armes (Fr.) . police.

H.

habitat (Lat.) .... abode,

hauteur (Fr.) .... haughtiness,

honorarium (Lat.) . an author's fee.

hors de combat (Fr.) . disabled.

I.

ibidem (Lat.) .... in the same place

(ibid.),

incognito (It.). . . in disguise (in cog.),

in esse (Lat.) .... in actual being,

in medias res (Lat.) . in the middle,

in re (Lat.) . . . .concerning; about

this thing,

in statu quo (Lat.) . as it was.

in toto (Lat.) .... entirely.
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in transitu (Lat.) . in passing,

ipse dixit (Lat.) . . authoritative asser-

tion.

L.

lese-majeste (Fr.) . high treason,

litterateur (Fr.) . . a literary person,

locus standi (Lat.), a footing.

M.

maximum (Lat.) . the greatest amount.

mediocre (Fr.) . . moderate.

melee (Fr.) .... a fight.

minimum (Lat.) . the smallest amount.

mirage (Fr.). . . . an optical illusion,

by which objects seem to be

upside down near the sky

line.

modicum (Lat.) . . a small quantity.

modus operandi (Lat.), mode of op-

eration.
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morale (Fr.) general moral

condition.

N.

naive (Fr.) ...... natural.

neglige (Fr.) .... negligently

dressed.

ne plus ultra (Lat.) . nothing further.

noblesse oblige (Fr.), rank imposes ob-

ligation.

nolens volens(Lat.) . willing or unwill-

ing.

nolle prosequi (Lat.), to be unwilling to

proceed.

nolo contendere (Lat.), I will not con-

test it.

nonchalant (Fr.) . . listless.

non est (Lat.) .... is not.

non sequitur (Lat.) . it does not follow.

nota bene (Lat), take notice (N.B.).
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O.

on dit (Fr.) people say.

outre (Fr.) grotesque.

p.

par excellence (Fr.) . most excellent.

passe (Fr.) gone by.

per annum (Lat.) . . a year.

per capita (Lat). . . by the head.

per contra (Lat.) . . on the contrary.

per diem (Lat.) ... a day.

per se (Lat.) taken by itself.

persiflage (Fr.) . . . raillery.

petit (Fr.) small.

posse comitatus (Lat.), the whole male

population which may be sum-

moned by law.

post meridiem (Lat.), afternoon (p.m.).

post mortem (Lat.) . after death.

pot-pourri (Fr.) . . . medley.
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pour prendre conge (Fr.), to take leave

(p.p.c).

prima facie (Lat) . . self-evident.

pro rata (Lat.) .... at an equal rate.

pro tempore (Lat.) . for the time.

protege (Fr.) .... one who is under

the protection

of another.

quasi (Lat.) as if ; almost.

quid pro quo (Lat.) . one thing for an-

other.

qui vive (Fr.) .... alert.

quod erat demonstrandum (Lat), which

was to be demon-

strated (q.e.d.).

quondam (Lat.) . . . formerly.

quo warranto (Lat), writ commanding

defendant to

show authority.
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R.

raison d'etre (Fr.) . . reason for being.

rara avis (Lat.) ... a rare bird ; an

unusual thing.

recherche (Fr.) . . . choice ; elegant.

reconnoissance (Fr.), examinations
;

survey.

reductio ad absurdum(Lat.), a reducing

to an absurdity.

regime (Fr.) regimen ; system.

renaissance (Fr.) . . revival.

rencontre (Fr.) . . . encounter.

rendezvous (Fr.) . . appointment to

meet.

requiescat in pace (Lat), let him rest

in peace (R. I. P.).

residuum (Lat.) . . . dregs.

resume (Fr.) .... recapitulation.

role (Fr.) assumed charac-

ter.
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S.

sang froid (Fr.) . . . cold-blooded.

savant (Fr.) a man of letters.

savoir faire (Fr.) . . ability; skill,

scire facias (Lat.) . . cause it to be

known.

seance (Fr.) a sitting.

sine die (Lat.) .... without day.

sine qua non (Lat.) . indispensable

condition,

sobriquet (Fr.) . . . nickname,

soi-disant (Fr.) . . . self-styled.

soiree (Fr.) evening party.

sortie (Fr.) sally.

sotto voce (It.) ... in an undertone,

sub poena (Lat.) . . under a penalty,

sub rosa (Lat.) ... confidential,

substratum (Lat) . . ground-work,

sui generis (Lat.) . , of its own kind,

surveillance (Fr.) . . inspection.
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T.

table d'hote (Fr.) . . a course dinner,

terra firma (Lat.) . . solid ground,

tete-^-tete (Fr.) . . . face to face,

tout ensemble (Fr.) . all together.

u.

ultimatum (Lat.) . . last proposal.

ultra (Lat.) excess.

ut infra (Lat.) .... as below,

ut supra (Lat.) ... as above.

V.

vade mecum (Lat.) . a manual or pock-

et companion.

vale (Lat.) farewell.

valet de chambre (Fr.), a body-servant.

vaudeville (Fr.) ... a ballad.

venire facias (Lat), a writ to cause

a jury to be

summoned.
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verbatim et literatim (Lat.), word for

word ; letter for letter.

verbum sat sapienti (Lat.), a word to

the wise is sufficient (verb. sap.).

versus (Lat.) .... against (v. or vs.).

via (Lat.) by the way of.

vice versa (Lat.) . . the opposite way.

vide (Lat.) see.

vide ut supra (Lat.), see what is stated

above.

virtuoso (It.) .... one skilled in cu-

riosities.

vis-a-vis (Fr.) .... opposite.

viva voce (Lat.) . . . byword of mouth.



XX.

LAST WORDS.

Upon entering a position, the aman-

uensis should ask the employer for a

list of the regular correspondents of

the firm, which should contain the full

business address of each correspond-

ent, and this should be kept near at

hand for ready reference.

Enclosures that go with letters

should be carefully preserved until

the letters are written; then pinned

upon the letters they are to go with.

Another way is to put them in an en-

velope and direct the envelope before

the letter itself is written. Annoying

mistakes and sometimes expensive

119
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losses occur from the misplacement of

enclosures. In order to be sure of the

number of enclosures that go with a

letter, the number should be specified

on the lower left-hand corner of the

letter itself.

For the purpose of allowing the

stenographer to verify addresses, the

spelling of proper names, etc., it is

customary for the dictator to give the

stenographer the original letters to

which answers are dictated. These

letters are to be filed after the stenog-

rapher has finished with them. It is

of great importance that the beginner

should read through these original

letters before transcribing the an-

swers, particularly where the meaning

in the dictated answers is obscure to

the stenographer. It is necessary for
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the Stenographer to write by sense as

well as by sound, and unless he under-

stand the purport of what he is writ-

ing he is likely to make blunders.

Quotations from letters or telegrams

that are dictated should be copied

from the original letters or telegrams,

wherever practicable, instead of from

the shorthand notes. The careful dic-

tator will spell out proper names that

are spelled out of the common, and the

stenographer should thereupon write

them in longhand.

The stenographer should have a

separate note-book in which to take

the dictation of the different dictators,

such as the president, secretary, super-

intendent, manager, etc. These note-

books should be dated from day to

day.
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Many stenographers have a false

pride about stopping a dictator who

goes too fast, or who enunciates indis-

tinctly, for fear he will think that they

are incompetent. The employer has

a right to expect that the stenog-

rapher is competent to take notes at

a reasonable rate of speed, but he

should know that it is impossible for

any stenographer to write as fast as

he can talk, and that accurate work,

from even the most expert stenog-

rapher, depends upon the distinctness

with which the stenographer hears.

If, therefore, the dictator falls into the

habit of indistinct articulation, or an

unreasonably fast utterance, say so

plainly. It is very likely that he will

have more respect for you if you do

this than if you allow him, without
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protest, to talk faster than you can

write clearly. He will certainly tell by

the work you turn out whether or not

you have "taken" him satisfactorily.

Do not stop a dictator every few

minutes to have him go back and

repeat a word or phrase: nothing is

more annoying to a nervous dictator

(and most of them are nervous) than

to be constantly interrupted by re-

quests to repeat what has been dic-

tated. Be on the alert to catch the

words as they are uttered: put them

down as dictated, but do not transcribe

them as dictated if ungrammatical or

redundant. Always exercise discre-

tion, judgment, and common sense in

making a translation from shorthand

notes.

The relation of the stenographer to
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the employer is confidential, and often-

times business secrets of the firm

must, of necessity, become known to

the amanuensis. These should be

closely guarded. When letters dic-

tated by the head of the firm are

transcribed, they should be laid face

downward on the desk, hidden from

the inquisitive ; and, under no cir-

cumstances, should their contents be

made known to a subordinate clerk

unless with the consent, expressed or

implied, of the dictator. In at least

one court of law it has been decided

that the note-books containing steno-

graphic reports are exclusively the

property of the employer: the stenog-

rapher has not even the right to take

them from the ofiice, nor should their

contents be divulged to an outsider.
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In nearly every other occupation

there may be a specified Hmit to the

hours of work per diem, and, nomi-

nally, this may be set for the stenog-

rapher, but, in reality, by the nature

of his occupation, a stenographer can-

not limit his working time by the dial

of a clock. Whole days there may

be when he will have little or nothing

to do ; then will come a day when he

may be engulfed in correspondence,

to get out the most important of

which may require him to work after

the regular office hours. This he

should do willingly, for it is part of

the business. And when I say " he,"

it applies nearly to the same extent to

"she," for it should be understood

from the start that when a woman

engages to do the same work, and
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expects to receive for it the same pay

that a man does, she must, within the

physical limitations of her sex, per-

form the same service.

One of the greatest mistakes a

correspondence clerk (or any wage-

worker) can make is to imagine that

he is being imposed upon when

asked to do more than appears to

be precisely within the line of his

duties. The young man who fancies

that he will " get no thanks " for do-

ing what he is not strictly paid to

do, shirks extra work, or does it with

bad grace, is making a grievous blun-

der. Most employers are reasonable

and will not impose upon an employee.

And a shrewd business man can read-

ily discriminate between a "clock

watcher " and a thoroughgoing helper.
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It may be taken for granted that he

knows what is going on in his office,

and particularly who among his clerks

is earning his salary. If an employee

does a little more than he thinks he

is paid for, it will not escape the ob-

servation of his chief, and, in the end,

will likely be fully compensated.

Such a clerk is invaluable, and inval-

uable clerks are scarce and can usu-

ally command a good salary. It may

be added that there is no surer way,

short of downright incompetency, for

any employee to prevent his own ad-

vancement, than to allow his chief to

gain the impression that this employee

is over-particular regarding the defini-

tion of his duties, or likely to be dis-

agreeable in manner if asked to per-

form some service which he does not
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fancy himself hired to perform. The

successful head of a business is one

who is willing to give the necessary

personal attention to details of any

nature, if the occasion demands, and

his most appreciated helpers will be

those who show the same spirit.

It should be the aim of every ste-

nographer to do more than he is paid

for ; to learn all that he can about the

business in which he is engaged,

whether or not it properly belongs to

note taking and letter writing. Cer-

tainly no one ought to enter an office

without the ambition and determina-

tion to reach as high a position as pos-

sible, and the disposition to make his

employer's interests his own, which is

the surest and truest means to busi-

ness preferment.
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